A Walk Through Time documents aspects of Keith
Payne’s 2001 exhibition display at The Burren Centre
in Kilfenora, County Clare. Detailed sections of
each photograph, and the gallery walls in Dublin they
hang upon, are all reproduced on preceding pages
at a 1:1 scale. These images are accompanied by the
Tau Cross, one of Ireland’s most important historical
stone artefacts, temporarily relocated to the Douglas
Hyde Gallery from February 17 to April 5, 2017, and
by an essay written by Michael Hill.

Later this spring, the entrance of the Douglas Hyde Gallery will be flanked
by a panel of newly-installed ticket machines. Their purpose; to cut down
queuing times for tourists visiting from all over the globe, seeking out the
archaic beauty in the illustrations of the Book of Kells situated in Trinity
College’s Old Library. The medieval illuminated manuscript, considered
to be a great cultural treasure, attracts over half a million visitors per year
and is a key source of income for the college. The machines are the latest
endeavour by the institution’s Commercial Revenue Unit to increase capital
from one of Ireland’s most famous antiquities. Their prominence at one
of Trinity’s busiest entrances is indicative of the neoliberal attitude of
quantifying cultural pursuits through generated income or visitor numbers.
The Douglas Hyde Gallery is inevitably implicated in this system. As
people come through the doors of the gallery, their visit is registered by
an electronic counter.1 However, the expansive space and contemplative
atmosphere is in stark contrast to the automated experience of printing a
ticket and queuing with hundreds to see the Book of Kells in its glass case.
Culture is undoubtedly affected by the economic, historical and
social structures that surround it. Yet, in some places, it has its own internal
systems and processes that evolve or resist conventions, emerging into
surprising and previously unthought of situations. Sean Lynch’s exhibition
upholds the ideal of the gallery as a transitional and generative space in the
presentation of two artworks. His video, What Is An Apparatus?, explores
the role of narrative and its uncertainties and unexpected manifestations
in everyday life in the western world. A Walk Through Time features a series
of photographs and the temporary relocation of the Tau Cross artefact,
provoking questions about the changing nature of the past as it exists in the
present. Our understanding of the world continues to fluctuate between
liberatory potential to discover, and the constraints of a directed encounter
with history.
Signifying this paradigm, the artist has photographed sections of the
walls in the Douglas Hyde Gallery and reproduced them at a 1:1 scale in
these pages. The representation of these walls, both as facilitators of the
presence of artworks for decades and as prescribed gaps in the exhibitions
themselves, gently acknowledges the many previous displays that have
occurred in the same space, as well as the certainty of future activities
awaiting to unfold. It is important to remember that the gallery, and any
exhibition space, is the repository of the activity that occurs within, and
on, its walls. Minute traces of previous exhibitions, public interactions, and
other uses of the building remain imprinted on the walls and floor, though
at times these vestiges are only even known by the staff who attend to the
space each day. 2

1 The Douglas Hyde Gallery was
directly implicated by such strategies of
instrumentalisation by John O’Hagan, Trinity
College’s Professor of Economics. He wrote
in The Irish Times on September 17, 2015:
The arts also create a societal benefit
through its economic impact. The sector is
a direct employer. Much more importantly,
it creates indirect employment in hotels
and restaurants by attracting visitors to an
area. The arts can also enhance Ireland’s
reputation internationally, something which

can impact in the medium to long term on
tourism flows and investment decisions.
		 While there is a strong case then
around the societal benefits of the arts
sector, the challenge is determining the
value of these benefits. There is no standard
methodology, no nice set of metrics that
can be applied. Besides, in relation to some
activities such as the Wexford Festival
Opera all three may apply, but only the
second say to the Douglas Hyde Gallery
in Trinity.

Sean Lynch
A man walks to his workplace. His route is not
straightforward. He must walk around buildings,
through streets and many corridors to get to
where he’s going. It agitates him, makes him
uncomfortable. Why was this place planned this
way? He always thought the principals of today’s
buildings suggested otherwise. Could there ever
be a rational plan where he could stroll straight
to his destiny? Only a donkey would zigzag.
One day, he takes a coin from his pocket, holds
it out in his hand, and begins to use it to scratch
a mark into the wall. As he walks, the scratch
continues. The next day he does the same, and
the day after. He hopes these marks will build
and build, and one day cause all the buildings
to collapse into rubble.
Scratches upon gallery walls, coins
2014

Sean Lynch
Irish Stock Exchange, Anglesea Street, Dublin
Upon the building’s facade, the stone carver’s
skill of vermiculation is evident. Here, irregular
holes are carved into granite blocks, intended to
represent worms eating their way through the
stone, collapsing it and the institution it houses
into ruin.
Photographs
2012

2 In certain peripheral areas of the Douglas
Hyde Gallery it is possible to see the residue
of previous activity such as remains of sitespecific drawings by artists, and flecks of
paint around the edges of the walls from
occasions where they were painted different
colours. There are notes and diagrams drawn
in pencil in obscure concrete corners by
workers from the Trinity College Buildings

Office, and love hearts and kisses presumably
sketched by bored teenagers in biro during
school trips. These traces aren’t generally
noticeable to members of the public,
but their enduring existence is a reminder
of the many ways in which people interact
with a building.
Such continuities, and the telling of
them, have been a part of Sean Lynch’s work

now for several years. His 2012 publication
The Use and Abuse of Monuments traced
collapsing sculptures, vandalism and
the general wear and tear of Dublin’s civic
monuments and public art. Other projects
have explored hidden allegories, such as
that of architectural ornamentation to foretell
the collapse of economic sovereignty in
Ireland in 2011.

The Burren Centre in Kilfenora, a multimedia visitor attraction focusing on
the history and heritage of the famous landscape of Clare, opened in 1975
and was described as ‘the first of its type in Europe’. While widely known
for its sophisticated medieval history, the town itself had increasingly
become overlooked by the expanding tourism industry. Castles in nearby
Bunratty and Kinvara were renovated, each to serve up nightly ‘olde worlde’
banquets and harp recitals. Countless holiday homes began to appear
throughout the county, bringing more seasonal visitors to experience the
unique character of the Burren. The notorious Shannon Stopover scheme
required that airline companies land their transatlantic flights in the local
airport before flying on to their final destination, all in the hope that more
dollars would be spent in the region.3 Kilfenora, despite being located
only a few miles away from the main road to Ireland’s most visited natural
feature, the Cliffs of Moher, and on the edge of the Burren National Park,
had previously seemed peripheral in these developments. With a mix
of social activism and interest in local history, combined with funds
from government coffers, the Burren Centre expanded and reopened in
2001, replacing the earlier facility on the site. It was hoped that as a result,
the village would become a ‘gateway’ town into the karst landscape to
the north.4
Among the varied exhibits on display in the Burren Centre, the room
of life-size dioramas introduced as A Walk Through Time is particularly
striking. It illustrates the history of the Burren – from the primordial formation
of the land and earliest living marine organisms, through to Neolithic rituals,
and on to the Celtic and early Christian civilisation. The displays, conceived
and created by Keith Payne, serve the viewer with excerpts of everyday life
throughout the millennia at its most vivid and dramatic. For many years,
Payne fabricated stage sets for touring stadium rock concerts and, now
living nearby, was approached to construct a new display for the redeveloped
Burren Centre. Employing charismatic and bold sensibilities, Payne

3 The thrill of American dollars winging
their way across the Atlantic is an intrinsic
part of the Irish popular psyche, and its
ecstasy often steamrolls over anything
in its path. Sean Lynch writes about such
a phenomenon occurring close to Kilfenora
in the catalogue for Reverse!Pugin, an
exhibition he curated at Lismore Castle
Arts in 2015, noting that,
A prominent example of this condition
can be seen in the 2014 purchase of the
exclusive Doonbeg golf resort in County
Clare by American billionaire Donald Trump.
Arriving to Ireland in his personalised
Boeing 757, he was greeted on the airport
runway in gale-swept Shannon by a red
carpet, Minister for Finance Michael
Noonan, and a musical troupe consisting
of a traditional Irish harpist, singer and
fiddler wearing matching red dresses and
high heels. Trump announced his intention
to rebuild the golf course into a worldclass destination – Atlantic storms had
caused great damage in the months prior
to his heralded arrival. Promising to invest
millions into the local economy, he quickly
identified two major stumbling blocks: the
appearance of wind farms around Clare
that in his view ruined the scenic landscape,

and the tiny Vertigo Angustior snail.
A protected species, its presence in
Doonbeg meant that the landscaping
required for Trump’s overhaul could
not be fully enacted. He soon went on a
media frenzy citing the snail as something
that could prevent economic progress
in the region. Jokes began to circulate
locally that the snails could move away
from Doonbeg, since they already have
their homes on their back. A few weeks
later the comedown arrived, when
representatives of Trump advertised a
job working in the resort’s gift shop. The
successful candidate with good IT and
interpersonal skills, would be employed
full-time in a back-to-work scheme and
receive 50 per week in addition to their
current social welfare payment.
In a January 2017 interview with Das Bild
and London’s The Times, Trump stated he
now ‘couldn’t care less’ about Doonbeg.
4 The Burren Centre’s attractions include
a film by noted naturalist Éamon de Buitléar
describing the remarkable intricacies of the
Burren, and the dioramic historical displays
in the A Walk Through Time exhibit. Another
presentation, recently added, celebrates

the local Kilfenora Céilí band. A display in
the foyer reveals future plans for the centre,
with a particular interest in developing more
public knowledge of the work and writings
of Thomas Johnson Westropp, one of Clare’s
and Ireland’s most important antiquarian
figures. Next door at the medieval cathedral,
a selection of Celtic high crosses are placed
on permanent display. Tourists can take full
advantage of the tearoom for lunch, and
browse around the gift shop before moving
on to breathe in the air at the nearby cliffs
and encounter more Burren attractions such
as the neolithic Poulnabrone portal tomb
(a scaled-down fibreglass version is included
in A Walk Through Time). During summer
2016, two coaches arrived at Kilfenora
each day, both of which were on week-long
trips, transporting tourists to attractions all
around Ireland.
Sean Lynch’s understanding of the region
has been informed by his friendship with
artist Deirdre O’Mahony, who lives close
by to the Burren Centre. She has participated
in and studied many of the social and
infrastructural developments mentioned here,
in a place where the intense depopulation
of the region since famine times can still
be felt.

assembled a diverse team of local handymen, artists and other creative
individuals to produce the expansive dioramas. 5
Sean Lynch photographed these displays in August 2016 during a onehour visit to the centre, with the intention of capturing them in the most
common mode of documentation utilised at the site – the tourist snapshot.
Reflections from the camera’s flash can be seen in a number of images,
bouncing off the perspex screens that prevent schoolchildren from climbing
into the arrangements. Ungainly shadows also frequently appear, sometimes
emphasising the artifice of the scenes, while the flash on other occasions
obscures detail and adds to the existing drama of Payne’s vision of the past.
Scenes depicted by Lynch include an extensive display on prehistoric fish
and sea fauna including ‘living fossils’ such as the nautilus crustacean,
and the coelacanth.6 Another sequence illustrates the beginning of growth
of the great Irish forests, primitive man hunting the now extinct Irish brown
bear,7 and the normalisation of patriarchal relations as a man wearing a
golden torc, armed with a sword and without emotion on his face, stands
in a door lintel as a woman swoons over her newborn baby. 8
The display continues a chronological narrative with a miniature
of the ninth century Cahercommaun stone fort, showing everyday life
taking place as a giant Celtic brooch hovers in the sky above it. A later
building, a typical Norman tower house of the region, is sliced into a cross
section view to reveal what is going on inside. Another area depicts a
replica of one of Clare’s famous monuments, the Doorty Cross. Carvings
that are long faded and now hard to make out on the original stone are
gleefully reconstituted on a fiberglass replica, and Lynch’s images detail
a large bird attacking two figures that appear to hold moneybags in their
hands, and two men crossing arms in a gentle act of love and friendship,
all sealed in by liberal application of plastic resin that unevenly reflects

5 Payne worked on making Pink Floyd’s
iconic flying pig in 1976, and the Rolling
Stones’ pack of inflatable hounds that
appeared on stage during stadium rock
versions of their 1968 rebel anthem, Street
Fighting Man. Coming off the road, Payne
settled in Clare and worked with Galway’s
street theatre company, Macnas, making a
large sculpture of Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver
that ‘pissed’ on the crowds present during
its parade. The scene evoked Swift’s narrative
where Gulliver urinated on a Lilliputian palace
in order to extinguish a raging fire. Payne’s
lighthearted and comical approach is
seen in A Walk Through Time, with an arse
protruding from the garderobe in the tower
house cross section model. He continues
to work today in West Cork as a painter,
sculptor and gallery proprietor.
John Sharkey, a close friend of Payne,
was drawn into the conversation to share his
research on ancient and early Irish cultures
that might resonate with the visiting public.
Best known for his 1975 Thames and Hudsonpublished Celtic Mysteries, Sharkey had
already spent six years making various
trips to the western isles of Scotland with
Keith Payne, resulting in 1986’s The Road
Through The Isles, an overview of the
region’s megalithic culture featuring Payne’s
illustrations. In Kilfenora, local historian
Michael Conole also advised on the content
of the diorama. Payne soon drew up some

plans and constructed a miniature model,
and spent a year with hired help fabricating
the display in the nearby scrap yard of
Connole’s Garage, before moving it across
the road and installing it in the new building.
6 The coelacanth is a species of large fish,
thought to have become extinct around a
million years before the dinosaurs, which
was rediscovered in the 1930s and can be
seen painted in the background in one of
Lynch’s images. At one time referred to as
‘Old Four Legs’, it was thought to be the
missing link between fish and land-dwelling
creatures like the tetrapod (whose footprints
are still visible in the coastal rocks of Valencia
Island in Kerry). In 1993, artist Jimmie Durham
made an exhibition at the ICA in London
that subsequently travelled to the Douglas
Hyde Gallery. The accompanying publication,
My Book, The East London Coelacanth,
Sometimes Called, Troubled Waters; The
Story of British Sea-Power, made reference
to how ideas and concepts from the past can
remerge at a later date with new stories to
tell. Keith Payne’s experiences working with
the Rolling Stones and Pink Floyd must have
helped when researching this old fossil!
7 Following the last Ice Age, many nowextinct animals roamed the harsh terrain,
including Irish elk and brown bears. These
enormous bears probably hibernated in

caves, which continued to be used as dens
right up until the early Christian period.
Remains of these animals can be seen at
Aillwee Cave in the Burren. Payne recalls
that his representation of a bear massacre
was initially considered grotesque by many
who viewed it in the locale, yet no objection
was made to its installation in the final display.
8 Charles Vallancey, an eighteenth century
Dublin antiquarian, believed that golden
torcs around Ireland, each handed down
from the mythical gods, would tighten
around the wearer’s neck and choke him
if he made a false statement or lie. In the
context of the display, it reflects an outmoded
attitude that there can be only one truth,
although we know that this is not the case.
Cited in John Wardell, Foundation Myths –
The Beginnings of Irish Archaeology (Bray,
2005). In A Walk Through Time, the
Gleninsheen Collar is reproduced by Payne.
The original was accidently found by a young
man in 1932, in one of the Burren’s countless
limestone fissures. On bringing the artefact
home, the man’s uncle forbade him from
taking it into the house fearing that it was an
unlucky funeral relic. Its eventual discovery
received great media attention and did
result in some bad fortune, as an illicit poitín
business nearby that supplied most of North
Clare had to close in case they were outed
with all the attention that shone on the locality.

the camera’s flash. The somewhat slapstick enthusiasm of the display
begins to fade with the introduction of the seventeenth century penal laws
that debased and impoverished the culture and life of much of Ireland.
Instead of detailed scenes, a series of wall panels with texts take over,
each didactically explaining the famine years and up to the growth of
ethnographic practice, in particular the Irish Folklore Commission of the
late 1930s.
Sean Lynch’s photographs, in a similar way to the dioramas
themselves, do not document and catalogue each and every moment in
history. Rather, an emphasis is placed on his own role as an individual
encountering and attempting to come to terms with its expansive contents.
These images act as a cognitive mapping of how history is articulated
through specific events or encounters, and how they resonate within
contemporary social, economic and cultural constructs. It is not simply
the specific events of the Stone Age, Middle Ages, etc., but the way in
which these histories are accumulated, handed down and reinvented
today into endless possibilities of interpretation. The stories told throughout
the Burren Centre’s display are layered and fragmentary, and coupled
with the macro-sensibility of Lynch’s photographs, which are exclusive as
much as selective, sparks an alchemical process and forms idiosyncratic
connections. These vital links between history, folklore, legend, and
hearsay, encourage fresh impressions and develop new capacities to
understanding and celebrating heritage.
Lynch’s video work, What Is An Apparatus?, attempts to materialise
anecdotes in a series of what the artist describes as ‘fables’. In the exhibition,
this work is projected on a free-standing screen with a voiceover performed
by Lynch’s long-term collaborator, Gina Moxley, while several of these stories
are graphically represented by Wayne Daly in this publication. Scripted
and shot throughout 2016 during the artist’s travels in Europe and North
America, with several specific scenes shot around the city of Vancouver,
some of these tales are rumours heard by the artist, and some come
from acts of fieldwork or research. One story describes a sailor aboard
a submarine, who has no knowledge of the vessel’s location at any given
time, until he begins to track down the specific species of seaweed hauled
up on the anchor, allowing him to finally picture what ocean he is in and
the distance between him and his loved one. Another fable tells of a scenario
in which a man tries to expel the devil by purchasing items in a supermarket
to the value of $6.66. Ironically the protagonist neglects to calculate the
sales tax on the goods and the devil prevails. As with A Walk Through Time,
a broader group of reference points is revealed through Lynch’s focus on
minute details. Each scene in the dioramas, as well as this video, is an
apparatus – a complex structure of a particular organisation or system.
Giorgio Agamben states that, ‘It would probably not be wrong to define the
extreme phase of capitalism in which we live as a massive accumulation
and proliferation of apparatuses.’9 Our impressions are continually formed
through apparatuses. We have only tangible manifestations, whether they
are texts, images or objects, from throughout history, which can be absorbed
and analysed. In confronting this, Lynch’s work identifies previously
disregarded fragments, slippages and peripheral experiences, repositioning
and re-evaluating them.

9. Giorgio Agamben, What is an Apparatus?
And Other Essays (Stanford, 2009).

Representations of the Tau Cross of Kilnaboy
Hely Dutton, 1808

Eugene O’Curry, 1839

The Tau Cross of Kilnaboy has been the subject of much commentary
and speculation over the years in relation to its age, function, and
symbolism. Tau, the Greek letter ‘T’, describes the simple shape of the
small cross. Its horizontal cross-beam features two mysterious carved
heads with expressionless faces gazing up to the heavens; a configuration
that suggests looking from one place or time to another, and beyond.
It closely recalls representations of Janus, the two-headed Roman god
of beginnings, endings, passages of time, and transition. This symbolism
is enacted in the ancient field structure of Clare, where the Tau Cross
functioned as a boundary marker and site of encounter. Indeed, the
Neolithic fields of Clare were so well-defined that the remains of stone
boundary-walls are still visible in satellite imagery10 with some of these
divisions dated at around 3500 BC, contemporary to the concentrated
locations of around eighty wedge tombs and other megalithic structures
close to Roughan Hill – the original location of the Tau Cross.
The cross is a single slab of coarse-grained Carboniferous limestone,
and was likely quarried and carved about a mile northeast of Roughan
Hill. Several other very large stone slabs, used to cap megalithic dolmens
around the Burren, have been traced to the same location. In his detailed
conservation report on the condition of the Tau Cross, made in preparation
for its temporary movement to the Douglas Hyde Gallery, Jason Ellis
describes how the carving of the cross was made in relation to the bedding
planes of the rock. The horizontal layers of stone are consolidated over
time, so the structural integrity of the carved cross is strengthened when
it is lifted upright. This is fortunate, as the cross has a unique history
of being uprooted and relocated around the local area and further afield.
Many articles and discussions have been had regarding the age and
origins of the Tau Cross. In 1808, an antiquarian called Hely Dutton suggested
that the resolution of a violent quarrel between two men had resulted in
the erection of the cross to commemorate their new friendship (Dutton’s
illustration with carvings of two bearded men shaking hands has little
in common with the actual object, and he may have never visited the site,
instead writing his account from hearsay). The cross then disappeared
in 1866, as it moved to a farm nearby to be used as a lucky charm against
animal disease and cattle deaths.11 During its disappearance, Clareman
Marcus Keane proclaimed it to be of the ancient Cuthite culture of Samaria,
today’s West Bank, before it was found and returned in 1893.12 Seeing
comparisons with La Tène sculpture of Central Europe, Adolf Mahr and
Joseph Rafferty, curators at the National Museum of Ireland, wrote in the
1930s and 40s that they considered the Cross to be from the early Iron
Age (around 500 BC) and related it to other Celtic stone monuments, such
as the famous Janus figure of Boa Island in Fermanagh. Some years later

10 Input 52 59 15 N, 9 06 32 W in Google
Maps to see examples of patterns made
on the landscape by neolithic field walls.
Information taken from Hugh McCarthy,
Burren Archaeology: A Tour Guide (Cork, 2011).

carrion crows and other ravenous birds of
the air’, which bears close similarity to
carvings on the Doorty Cross, reanimated
in great detail by Keith Payne in A Walk
Through Time.

11 This is said to have caused great anxiety
in Kilnaboy as the disappearance of the cross
was feared to bring bad luck to the local
community. Reflecting on the incident, the
Clare Champion newspaper went so far
as to revisit an occurrence in 1573, when
thieves were punished by death for taking
spoils from the local church. A description
of the aftermath reports the ‘noisy ravens,

12 Saint Anthony the Great is regarded
as the first Christian monk to retreat to the
wilderness of the desert in third century
Egypt, where he was confronted with
supernatural temptation. He is traditionally
accompanied by a ‘T’-shaped crutch or
pendant. The Coptic monasteries in Egypt
and the Middle East were similar to the
earliest Irish examples. Michael J. C. Buckley,

in ‘Notes on Boundary Crosses’, featured
in The Journal of the Royal Society of
Antiquaries of Ireland, volume 10, number 3
(Dublin, 1900) notes ‘It is evident that type
of Irish monastic settlements must have
been brought from the East; from Egypt…
the ‘Fathers of the Desert’ as they were
called – some of whom came to Erin, and are
commemorated on a slab at Clonmacnoise,
and in the Litany of Aengus the Culdee.’ It is
hard to ignore the barren windswept landscape
of the Burren as a representation of an Irish
desert or wilderness, when bearing in mind
the importance of early monastic tradition
as a feature of life in the area.

John Windele, 1854

in the 1950s, an Irish-American owned the land on which the cross was
situated and expressed plans to transport it to the USA, before his own
sudden death. In the 1960s, Etienne Rynne of University College Galway
attributed it to the late twelfth century on stylistic grounds, believing it
to be a product of the active community of stone carvers in the region
at that time. In another interpretation, the carved heads of the Tau may
depict local saint Inniwee and her sister, or the medieval nuns who would
have been involved in the daily running of a settlement around Roughan
Hill in the eighth century. While one might initially consider a cross to be
firmly within a Christian idiom, research continues today in Clare on many
divergent associations of the Tau Cross, especially around the sometimes
audacious ritualistic behaviours it might have encouraged.13
In 1967, further drama occurred during preparations of the first Rosc
exhibition in Dublin, where it was planned to show a selection of ancient
Irish stone monuments alongside modern art by the most highly-regarded
living artists from all over the globe, ‘in order to demonstrate that the art
of the past can share both spirit and appearance with art of the present,
and that such parallel presentation could enhance both forms’.14 Of the five
stone artefacts of local veneration selected from around the country, the
Tau Cross was one. There was widespread national controversy about the
movement of the monuments. In a letter to President Éamon de Valera,
Michael O’Kelly, then professor of archaeology at University College Cork,
wrote: ‘examples of our ancient heritage, the majority of them religious
monuments, are being used as a gimmick to support a selection of profane
paintings none of which is more than four years old and none of which has
been painted by an Irishman.’ The controversy became front page news
and before the Tau Cross was due to be transported to Dublin, it was found
to have disappeared for the second time in a hundred years. Three youths
had taken the cross one night, hiding it until they felt that their protest
had its desired effect.15 In the end it was included in the Rosc exhibition,
moved to Dublin the day after it had been reinstated to its original site.

Thomas Johnson Westropp, 1896

13 Information appears in The Irish Folklore
Commission, an initiative by the fledgling
Irish state to study and collect traditions
of the country. Its schools’ scheme was
organised in the late 1930s and saw teachers
throughout the land encourage pupils to
gather information, resulting in over half a
million pages of manuscripts. Tony Kirby of
Kilnaboy has researched reports assembled
by Donagh Kelliher, then principal of the local
school. He noted at the time that several
indented hollows were present in a larger
boulder close to the Tau Cross. Each had a
stone, brought from a distance away, placed
inside them alongside teeth once belonging
to a deer. Kirby, who has examined the site
today and is knowledgeable of the area’s
history, considers this represents ritualistic
offerings being made to Inniwee.
Research continues on the Tau Cross.
In a forthcoming article in history journal
The Other Clare, Michael MacMahon will
suggest that its’ iconography is a remarkable
manifestation of one of the most persistent
themes of pagan Celtic religion, the cult of
the severed head, converted and adapted
to a Christian milieu. He writes that ‘the
persistence into the fully medieval period
of the symbol of the severed head on the
Kilnaboy cross underscores the deep-seated

and tenacious hold this symbol had on local
consciousness.’ MacMahon will reveal further
associations of the Celtic severed head with
sacred springs and pools, noting that ‘in
prehistoric times Roughan Hill may have
been the centre of a water cult connected
with the nearby River Fergus Cave and the
remarkable series of associated springs
that form ‘turloughs’ or lakes that come and
go – sometimes almost as if by magic.’
Alan Harrison’s book The Irish Trickster
(Sheffield, 1989) reveals further resonances.
He describes a caste of bards or medieval
jesters called the crossáns, who could often be
found in the role of anti-clerical entertainers
travelling throughout the land. They would
hijack the cross symbol from the authority
of the Church during their performances and
rituals, and so, according to Harrison, ‘would
thus take over the “magical” powers of the
cross and at the same time demonstrate their
contempt for the Church and its rules. If this
is true, there is little wonder that there are
many references to them as “devils.”’ Perhaps
the Tau was a site of such encounters and
iconographical détournement, especially when
one considers its location is close to a medieval
crossroads. Harrison points towards such a
possibility when he notes that in Contributions
to a Dictionary of the Irish Language, the

primary glossary developed to define
the shape and origin of the Irish language,
the word crossán is translated both as (a) a
buffoon or jester, and (b) as a small cross.
14. Dorothy Walker, Modern Art in Ireland
(Dublin, 1997). For a thorough overview of
the incident, see Peter Shortt’s The Poetry of
Vision: The ROSC Art Exhibitions 1967–1988
(Dublin, 2016).
15 The Clare Champion’s editorial considered
movement of the Tau Cross as cultural
imperialism, and deplored the removal of
the monument from its place in a local field
to be seen ‘in synthetic surroundings by the
cocktail party set in Dublin.’ The young men
issued a rhetorical statement on the return
of the Cross from its hiding place, ‘The three
of us are members of the Kilnaboy Youth Club
and we felt that our parish is having a rough
time with migration to the cities. We could not
allow someone from Dublin to take our cross
away. We have decided to replace it because
not only local but national opinion will prevent
it from ever being moved again, and our reason
for bringing it back openly is to allay any
fears felt for its safety. The cement we put
around it is strong but not as strong as the
unity that binds Ireland together.’

Thomas Johnson Westropp, 1896 (and back cover)

Etienne Rynne, 1967

Afterwards, the cross returned to the Killeen family’s farm, who now owned
the Roughan Hill site, and remained there for some years before being
formally donated to the state.
Acknowledged as a national monument, the Tau Cross is now normally
located in the Heritage Centre in Corofin, having consistently moved
locations over its indeterminate lifespan. A stone replica is today installed
at the top of Roughan Hill on its original site. A styrofoam copy sits within
Keith Payne’s display at the Burren Centre in Kilfenora, and a plaster
facsimile made by the National Museum in 1908 is hidden away in storage.
Antiquarians and archaeologists have over the years made sketches
of the Tau, some more accurate than others, each seen on these pages.
The accumulation of representations of this most singular object, in different
materials, from different eras further deepens the well of interpretation
about such an object. The temporary relocation of the cross to the
Douglas Hyde Gallery enables its continuous movement, creating new
opportunities for conversations and contemplation on its nature. History,
and the history of an object, is not set in stone. It doesn’t have to be
linked to a particular apparatus in order for it to function; it can be freed,
generating a myriadof relationships and experiences, while still embodying
all of the stories, fables, rumours, and unknown facts about its past.

